CERTIFICATE
0117/06

Floor gully, Purus MiniMax 50
Holder/Issued to

Purus AB
Södra Dragongatan 15, SE-271 39 Ystad, Sweden
VAT-number: 559007-0032
Telephone: +4610-41 44 900, fax: +4610-41 44 996
Mail address: info@purus.se Web site: www.purus.se
Product description
Floor gully Purus MiniMax 50 consists of gully body, water trap, clamping ring and grating. All parts are made
of plastic (PP polypropene). The grating has an outer diameter of 130 mm, loading class K 3. MiniMax 50 has
side outlet DN 50. Purus MiniMax 50 may be equipped with extension ring FHP. The extension ring ought

to have a Type Approval.
Intended use

Purus MiniMax 50 is intended for domestic waste water and for installation in concrete or timber floor
constructions with plastic or clinker surface.

In spaces without requirements for watertight layer the gully may be mounted in concrete floors or
concrete floors with an epoxy layer. Mounting in epoxy requires an insert to the gully.
Trade name
Purus MiniMax 50 – Ø130 mm, RSK number (Product code) 7113764
Approval
The product has been found to meet the requirements in the following sections of Boverket Building
Regulations (BBR):
Waste water installations
Design
Fixtures, fittings and equipment

6:641,
6:644,
8:32

1st and last sentence in 2nd paragraph
1st sentence and 2nd paragraph

Associated documents
Installation instruction Purus floor gullies 130 MiniMax, dated 2012-01-16.
Installation instruction for Water trap NOOD, version 04.2009.
Operating and maintenance instructions Purus floor gullies - general, version 2011: 1.
Control
The factory production control (FPC ) is monitored by an independent inspection body.
Control agreement: 351. Inspection body: DTI, Danish Technological Institute.
When the building proprietor performs inspection at the building site, markings shall be checked to ensure
that the correct products have been supplied and that they are used in accordance with the conditions in this
approval and associated documents.
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Manufacturing place
Production control includes the following place: Purus AB, Södra Dragongatan 15, SE-271 39 Ystad, Sweden
Marking
The product is to be marked at the factory. The marking consists of a text on every
product/packing/documentation supplied and includes:
Product label on the product is marked:
Holder of certificate
Manufacturing place /Factory code
P-mark
Certification body
Product type designation
Certificate number
Consecutive manufacture no.
Inspection body

Purus
Purus
p
RISE Certifiering
Purus MiniMax 50– Ø130 mm
0117/06
number
351, DTI

Product is marked:
Holder
Consecutive production month/year
RSK number CLAMPING RING (plastic)
RSK number NOOD WATER TRAP (plastic)
RSK number PLASTIC GRATE, ART DECO (plastic)

Purus
month/year
714 13 16
711 37 65

713 84 47

Basis for judgement/approval
Report 732649-1 and report 757089 from DTI.
Comments
The gully is approved according to standard SS-EN 1253-1:2015. Installation instructions shall be delivered in
each package. The function of the partially mechanical trap has been deemed to correspond to a trap depth of
50 mm. The removable water trap needs to be cleaned regularly.
This approval supersedes the previous approval with the same number dated 2012-04-03.
Validity
Valid through 2023-03-28

Johan Åkesson

Stefan Coric

This is a translation from the Swedish original document. In the event of any dispute as to its content, the Swedish text shall take precedence.
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